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Welcome from Alex Tetteh-Lartey to a progra!!IITle that includes this 
year's poetry and art that's centuries old. 

SIGNATUR;-; TUN:S 

TFTTEE-:t.AR'l'EY: 

A few months ago a book of IX> ems arrived in. our off ice. The poems were 
by Mudereri x;:: ('-.h ::.:.1 . .' . who's at present an Economic student at a 3ritish 
Universi~y. T-1.udereri ( or I·1udi as. he .likes to be called) ,.ms born 
twenty-four years . ago in Rhodesia and it was at the Univeristy of 
Rhodesia that he began his studies. But the t!niveristy of Rhodesia was 
also the place where ~e became politically active when he joined 
protests against racial discrimination • . rhis landed him jn jail for a 

, ye~_:r ,aD:$i:.P~~Y'i?e.~ .,hi~.: .~ltfi . ~-- sp:i:,Jw~t ·tor' -~<?!;le of~~+s·:,,p'6etry·; ·_ ~'/hen·' h~ 
~i• ' came alQ'l1e; · to,· ·the.__, studTo the other· 'day I aslted him to reacr· me the · 

begihnihg-';of i'his•,- po·~fa --••Reception: at Sal'.i.'sbory ·'central Prison 11 ~ 

f!IUD:ERERI KADH/\NI: 

Reads "Reception: at Salisbury Central Prison". 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

'i/ell ;,iudi, that obviously is a political poem and it contains an element 
of protest. Do you regard this as personal rather than general? 

KADHANI: 

It was written from very, very personal experience. I reacted to it 
from a persoaal point of view and it's not out ·of high political 
principles, not out of high political inclinations, but simply because 
I was faced with a human situation which compelled me to respond in a 
certain way. 

T:.:TTEH-LllRTEY: 

Yes. I was thinking about these two lines in particular: "So I faced 
the wall. It ·was a white ·wall." Now one wouldn't normally think of. a 
wall in terms of whiteness . But then, at the same time, there is this 
feeling of the white regime in Rhodesia being a sort of wall, a sort of 
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political wall. 

K/IDH.Al'U~ 

This ,is exactly the point we are talking, discussing about, in say, 
the Rhodesian situtation. I've never had an experience outside my 
home which cannot in some way or other be classified as political. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

t ould I be right in saying your poetry is mostly political, because 
that's the i~pression I've had going through this collection. 

K.ADI-IANI : 

I don't think about poetry as being political. I think of poetry as 
being poetry. Political is not so much incidental, no~ so much 
incidental, not so much subordinate to my poetry, as being integral 
with. So I really couldn't take up any poem I've written, at least not 
any poem I've published, and say to you honestly, it isn't political. 

TFTTEH-LARTEY: 

·well , let's look at this poem 11l'.i;artyr", which I suppose could be 
described generally as poetry, and not in any particular sense political, 
don't you agree? 

JQ\DHANI: 

I wrote this at a time I'd just come out of prison, while trying to 
work out a direction, a direction in terms of literary style, a 
direction in terms of what exactly m~ political beliefs were at·· that 

po.int. If you read it again I think you would agree with me that it 
isn't as non-political as it might appear on the surface. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Perhaps you'll read it to us and listeners will decide whether they 
agree with you or with me. 

Kl'-..DP .. ANI: 

All right. This one's called "Eairtyrtt. 

He reads the poem. 

TET'i'EH-LARTEY: 

1,~·here's the politics in that? I mean, unless one knew the background 
upon which you base this poem, I think one would think of it as a 
highly philosophical poem. 

KADH/.\NI: 

I'm not saying that there's no philosophy in it. I mean I've come to 
believe myself one of the basic ingredients I need as a -writer is 
constant self-examination and continual reflection on what you are 
doing and what your beliefs are. 

Tr TTEH-Lt\RTEY: 

Now I see that you've written in Shona, in your native language. Could 
. you read us a few lines? 

KADHANI: Yes I would love to. I think it's the best poem I've ever written • 
. . .. 
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This is a poem I wrote about one of the most honoured and most respected 
most well-remember ed politicians that have emerged on the soil of 
Zimbab1."e. He's a man who has never been to school. a very siri:r,-_e nan, 
a man ~f such great integrity. such ins9iting confidence, that he has 
played a very i m~ortant part in the history of our political 
evolution over the past few years. It is called "Rel{ayi Tang,.·rena". 

He reads "Rekayi Tangwena". 

TE'r~f'..H-L/IRTY:Y: 

.. ·hat is that? I can see you reading that with great r elish. You say 
that you've been very happy with this poem. 

K/U)l-l..AN I : 

I do. It is my best poem, definitely. 

He translates "Rekayi 'J'angwena" into English. 

You seem to have gone through a succession of numbers - one, two, three, 
up to ten. :ts that a traditional ·way of writing? 

KAD: H\.J\!I : 
/in 

A traditional. It's one of the very many oral poetry we have in fact a 
rhythm for this particular poems borrowed from a Shona nursery song, 
·which contains this continually flowing rhythip building up to a 
crescendo and then leaving it there. ·,.y main interest at the moment 
tends to be developing into Shona. It's something I think I have in 
me and somethinB that I can develop a bit more than I have hitherto. 

T-:TTEH-LARTE:Y: 

~-1udereri Kadhani. l\nd a paperback selection of his poems with the 
title 11c:-iuarantine Rhythms" has just-been published by the Palladio Press 
here in Britain. 

It's fourteen years since the sands of northern Sudan were pushed back 
to reveal the ancient ruins of Faras cathedral. Christianity arrived in 
,,,ha t is today Sudan's l'-orthern Province in the fourth century and 
stayed for a thousand years. t hen, eventually, Islam swept through 
the area the congregations forsook their churches and the buildings 
have reamined abandmned ever since. In 1962 an expedition led by a 
Polish art expert went to the to~m of Faras near the border with r.eYPt 
to rescue whatever they could before the town was submerged beneath 
the waters of the new, man-P'lade, lake !-!asser. They found that the 
cathedral walls that were still standing were covered with murals so 
with great skill these pictures were peeled off the ~ra.11s and removed 
to the i'!ational Luseum in Khartoum. Karl Lavrencic visited the 
l'1useum recently and sent us this description of one of the most splendid 
of these African ~aintines. 

KARL LA\iRf.l''CIC: 

Now we are standing in front of this magnificent mural pqinting. It's 
about 14 foot high and about 10 foot across. It's depicting a nativity 
scene with the Virgin Mary on a traditional Nubian couch called 'angrib', 
with angels floating around, Magi, and horses galloping. I would say 
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the horses are particularly interesting because they are painted in 
such det8:il°. The whole picture being very striking in colour as well, 
with ~11 sorts of other elements added. 

1'.§TI'_EH-LARTEY: 

And standing beside Karl Lavrencic was Abdul Rahmin, one of the Sudanese 
experts who's skilled in the techniques of transferring the mural 
paintings onto new plaster supports so that the pictures can be seen by 
the public. 

Although the method by which the paintings have come to Khartoum is 
interesting, Karl asked Abdul Rahmin how important the pictures were in 
themselves . 

ABDUL RAHMIN: 

These paintings are very valuable for three reasons - for the historical 
value it gives the story of Christianity in the Sudan. The composition, 
I mean the subject is one, but the composition of these paintings is 
completely different. They have a local flavour. The composition, 
the colours, is very decorative, detailed, and very bright colours. The= 
third thing is a new technique. It's a new technique which we can say 
is a Nubian technique, a Dongala technique of painting. 

LAVRENCIC: 

These are unique to the Sudan and close a particular phase of Sudan 
history. Now how old would you say is this mural painting-we have in 
front of us? 

RAHMIN : 

The Nativity from the 12th century. 

LAVRENCIC: 

From the 12th centmr~. Now there are earlier paintings as well that 
you have discovered. 

RAHI.J!IN: 

Yes, we have earlier paintings discovered in the same church, late 8th 
century. 

LAVRENCIC: 

2th century. Now, you are an expert in trsnsferring the kind of mural 
painting that you find onto a frame. ~ould you do that? Could you 
just briefly describe to the listeners, how do you go about transferring 
a mural painting like this when you find it in a cathedral onto a new 
frame? 

RAHMIN: 

Even in this we have three difreerent techniques. Most of these techniques 
are the same thing, the detaching paintings with the plaster from the 
wall, and relining on a support. But as far as we're talking about 
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Faras paintings, the Polish technique is one of the famous techniques. 
They used bee wax. They consolidate the paintings before detacrujmg 
then they cover the painting with tissue paper and wax and then ~fter 
that they put on linen, they fix it on the wax and then it's detached 
from the wall and sent to Khartoum, to the Sudan National Museum and 
we did a new mortar on the back and we fixed the whole thing to the 
support and then we clean over the surface of the painting, we took 
off the wax, and the linen and the t issue paper and then you can see 
the painting like that. 

LAVRENCIC: 

Now, these pictures have in fact been exhibited here since 1972, have 
any new paintings been added recently or are you working on any new 
excavations, and where? 

RAHMIN: 

The same mission, Polish mission, under the leadership of Dr. Stephan 
Jacobieliski, is running a very big area at Dongala, and they found 
many churches and many houses and we have here some paintings from 
Dongals, which were discovered last season, and it's ready in the 
laboratory for treatment and it will be shown in the Museum. 

LAVRENCIC: 

Whereas Faras is deep thnder the Lake Nasser, or Lak~ Nubia you prefer 
to call it, is there a chance at a l l that pictures ~s beautiful as this wi 
will ever be discovered elsewhere in the Sudan? 

--1rn:HMIN: 

WE hope Dongala, we found good paint ings in Dongala, we will discover 
and detach it f~om the wall and we have in the laboratory. 

LAVRENCIC: 

Yes, but will they be as beamtiful as this? 

RAHMIN: 

Sure. 

LAVRENCIC: 

Thank you very much Mr. Rahmin. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

And let's stay in the far borth of Sudan for the rest of the programme. 

fv1USIC: 

Egyptian Music. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Music from the shores of Lake Nubia ends ".Arts and Africa" for today. 
This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying goodbye until this time next ~eek. 
Goodbye. 

MUSIC: Egyptian Music. 
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